I. INTRODUCTION
Group emotion, an important research category of social psychology, draws more and more attentions by multidisciplinary along with the development of group behaviors' research. Group emotion refers to the moods, emotions and dispositional affects of a group of people. It can be seen as either an emotional entity influencing individual members' emotional states or the sum of the individuals' emotional states. The critical factor in the forming of group emotion is emotional contagion. In social interaction, emotional contagion is defined as a process that a person will unconsciously or consciously imitate other people's emotional expressions and experience those emotions [1] . In 19th century, Gustavo Le Bon [2] discussed that group emotion was induced by collective mind in his book The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind, and explained further that collective mind would emerge in a crowd of people and influence human behaviors which would not predicted by simply studying one person. Sociological researches showed the relative deprivation is the most important root causing the negative emotion of the person in mass events; it believed that the people in crowd would feel discontent when they compare their positions with others and realize that they are lower than others [3] . Researches of inter-group emotion theory [4] also pointed out group emotion plays the important role in revealing the mechanism of mass incident and inter-group conflict.
Mass incidents occur frequently due to small conflict among the people; however, these incidents usually cause extremely seriously damage to people's live, property safety and social stability. At present, scholars have been using computer modeling to simulate individuals' behavior in mass incidents. Joshua M. Epstein [5] devised a simple Cellular Automata model for simulating civil violence. Feng Pingyao and Wang [6] analyzed the crowd behavior of mass incidents without organization and direct interests based on the work of Epstein. Bu Fanliang and Wang Yiyi [7] presented an affective computing model which simulated the mass incidents with venting anger. For these researches of mass incident, the importance of individual's emotion for the choice of individual's behavior is noticed, but the dynamic of group emotion is not disscussed, especially the emotional contagion happened in mass incidents. If the group emotion is ignored, the model will not fully reflect the characteristics of crowd behaviors of mass incidents.
In mass incidents, people make choices not only by evaluating the consequences and their probability of occurring, but also and even sometimes primarily at emotional level. At high emotional intensity, there are discontinuous "jumps" in the behavior. Emotional contagion is one of the main mechanisms for people experiencing the high emotion. Meanwhile, it is one of the main factors to influence individuals' emotion. Hence, the research of dynamic of group emotion based on emotional contagion has fundamental significance for us to understand and simulate the collective behavior in mass incidents.
In this paper, a new method of building the emotion model of crowd based on the works of these scholars from VU University is proposed. In our method, new rules of emotional interaction between individuals are built in line with the degree of personal similarity, and also the effect of different network structures of social relationship on the formation of group emotion is analyzed. The main goal of this paper is to explore the effect of the personal similarity under different interpersonal relationships on the evolvement trend of emotional contagion, and to reflect deeply the evolution of group emotion in mass incidents.
II. RELATED WORK
Some authors have discussed how to simulate the emotion dynamic of people. Emotional contagion has something in common with the prevalence of infectious disease on kinetic mechanism; hence many scholars used the epidemiological approach to simulation the dynamic of emotional contagion.
Chao W M and Li [8] assumed that there are three states for an individual in the process of emotional contagion: clean, latent and infected. When exposed to a contagion environment where the infected agents in the view exist, a clean agent changes its state to latent. An agent that has been in the latent state for a period of time changes its state to infected. When an individual's emotion is in the infected state, he has the ability to infect other individuals in emotion. However, the individual has no ability to infect other persons' emotion if he is in the clean or latent state.
Durupinar [9] provided a threshold model to simulate the spread of emotion, which borrowed the idea from the SIS model. In his model, an individual can be in one of the two states: susceptible or infected. When individuals in the susceptible state come into contact with the infected ones, they can become infected with some probability. Meanwhile, Durupinar introduced the emotional infected dose and emotional threshold in the model to resolve the problem of different ability to infect other persons.
The researchers, from VU University, adopted the head dissipation phenomena studied in thermodynamics to show the process of emotional contagion happened in social interaction, and the Absorption Model [10, 11] provided by them is a standard model. In this model, an individual will be infected by his neighbors, and the change of his emotion will depend on his capability to be infected and his neighbors' abilities to infect him. Mark Hoogendoorn et.al [12] provided an agent-based social diffusion model that simulates the spread of information and emotion among a group of agent based on the method of absorption model. Emotion regulation theory provided by Gross described how a subject can use certain strategies to affect emotion response levels. Based on Gross' emotion regulation theory, Bosse et al [13] introduced a computational model to indicate how to change certain aspects of behavior or cognitive functioning in order to get a more satisfactory emotion.
Jason Tsai and other researches [14, 15] examined computational models of emotional contagion by implementing VU university and Durupiner, and compared the ability, which provided by two models, to reproduce a real crowd panic. The result showed that the thermodynamics-based model is super to the epidemiological-based model. However, the thermodynamics-based model did not take the social relationships into account, especially the effect of the different network structures of social relationship on the process of emotional contagion of crowd. In fact, research shows that the topological prosperities of interpersonal relationship network considerably affect its function and overall organization [16] .
Amount of mass incident literatures showed that the interpersonal relationship between individuals directly affected the emotional intensity of persons in mass incident. From the viewpoint of psychology, the degree of personal similarity is considered to be a form of social distance that influences the decision making and choice behavior of agents [17] . The more similar a pair of agents is, the higher is the propensity (probability) to interact [18] Coenenl R and Broekens J [19] pointed out that interpersonal relationship is one of emotional contagion factors. Goncalo P et al [20] described a computational model designed for emotional contagion simulation in societies of agents, integrating the influence of interpersonal relationships and personality. And there are some scholars introducing the interpersonal factors in the emotional contagion model. However, the interpersonal factor is only represented as a parameter in these models rather than the topological prosperity of interpersonal relationship.
III. MAIN FACTORS OF GROUP EMOTION

A. Interpersonal Relationship Network
Group emotion is the result of the social interaction about cognition, emotion and behavior. In Social interaction, the social relationships between individuals are very important for those persons who transmit their emotions and catch others' emotions. Social psychology found [21] that the more closely they related to each other, the more obvious the emotional expression is. Hatfield, Cacioppo and Rapson [7] put forward that the process of emotional contagion is unconscious and automatic, and also thought those familiar with others are more likely to transmit their emotional information and more easier to understand others' emotions to converge them to one emotion.
Interpersonal relationship is usually represented by kinds of graphics that consist of the points (or notes) to represent actors and lines (or edges) to represent ties or relations. To examine the dynamics of the formation of group emotion in different network structures of the interpersonal relationship, we consider four types of complex network: regular network, small world network, random network and scale-free network, to represent different structures of interpersonal relationship.
The regular network is a ring network in which each node is connected with k nearest neighbors. In the paper, each agent is connected to his neighbors (k=8) within his Moore neighborhood which is implemented by the square lattice. The method of building the small world network adapted the work proposed by Buncan Watts and Steve Strogatz [22] . It begins with a regular network (k=8), and we choose a person and a edge that connects to its neighbors, with rewiring probability Pr, and reconnect this edge to other agent who is selected by random, with duplicate edges forbidden. We continue the process until each original edge has been considered once. Then a small world network is built. Increasing rewiring probability P r until P r =1, all edges are reconnected randomly and the regular network will become a random network. As for the building of Scale-free network [23] , we start with a full-connected network with M persons, where M is far smaller than N, the number of the whole of persons. Then additional N-M persons are added as follow: each new node is linked to k (k<=M) existing nodes with a probability P e that is proportional to the number of links that the existing nodes already have. Formally, the probability P e that the new node is connected to node i is as follow:
where k i is the degree of node i and the sum is made over all pre-existing nodes j.
In the random and WS network, there may be some isolated persons who have no relationship with anyone in interpersonal relationship network. Based on the study of social psychology that emotional contagion can happened between strangers, each agent is connected to his neighbors within his Moore neighborhood to represent the emotional connection between the strangers and to avoid isolating persons. The algorithms of network construction can reference the works provided by Shuguang Suo and Yu Chen [24] .
B. Personality
Personalities are the psychological characteristics with social significance. Personalities are of intrinsic differences that remain stable throughout most of our life and are the constant aspects of our individuality [25] . One of the most widely accepted models of personality is the FFM in which openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism are considered. Based on analyses of emotional contagion psychological mechanism, Verbeke [26] developed a classification method of personality. In line with the ability to infect and the capability to be infected, persons are divided into four different classifications: charismatic, empathetic, expansive and bland.
In the paper, the definition of personality is described as two-dimensional vector based on the work of Verbeke, where each dimension is represented by a personality factor. The distribution of the personality factors is modeled by a normal distribution function N with mean μ i and standard σ i : Ex Es
where Ex (Emotional Expressivity) represents the ability to infect other persons through expression, vocalizations and postures, and Es (Emotional Susceptibility) denotes the capability to be infected by catching others' emotion clue, mimicking others' expression and understanding others' inner feelings. As an example, an expansive individual that has the high ability to infect and low capability to be infected is represented as personality=<0.8, 0.3>. However, an empathetic individual that has the low ability to infect and high capability to be infected is represented as personality=<0.1, 0.9>, a charismatic individual as personality=<0.7, 0.9>, a bland individual as personality=<0.1, 0.2>.
C. Intimate Degree
The influence of interpersonal relationship on emotional contagion is not only reflected by the network structure of interpersonal relationship, but also by interpersonal similarity, trust and other affection factors. The researches of social sharing of emotion found that the lack of trust between individuals will not produce the sharing of emotion. Many realistic examples show that if there is lack of trust or emotional dependence on each other, individuals' emotion is difficult to change through the unconscious and automatic process of emotional contagion. In the process of social interaction, the intimate degrees between individuals directly influence the individuals' emotional expressivity and emotional susceptibility. For example, a woman will be very sad when she saw her litter son crying. And if she did not know the crying child, she would be sad, but the latter level of sad is less than the former one. The research of social psychology pointed out that the expression of emotional behavior is more obviously and strongly when individuals have an intimate relationship. Based on the study of sociologists, a person can easily defined the another person who contacts with him as family members, relatives, classmates, colleagues, friends, acquaintances, etc. in line with their intimate degree. However, people's emotional attachment or emotional trust between them is of difference even they have the intimate relationship. For example, there exists obvious non-equivalence of affective dependence in father and son. Usually, a child is more emotional dependence on his father, but not vice versa.
According to the above analyses, the intimate degree of interpersonal relationship is defined as R∈ [0, 1] , which is unequal relationship. In line with the intimate degree of interpersonal relationship, individuals' interpersonal relationship could be divided into: strong emotional dependence relationship (e.g., family members), and weak dependence emotional relationship (e.g., classmates, friends). If an individual i has strong emotional dependence relationship with individual j, the intimate degree of relationship is R ij and R ij >Rt. Normally, R ji represents the intimate degree which the individual j emotionally depends on the individual i, and R ij ≠R ji . If individual i has weak emotional dependence on individual j, the R ij <=Rt, where Rt ∈[0,1] is a parameter, constant for every person and period, that controls the whole level of intimacy of individuals.
IV. EMOTION MODEL OF PEOPLE IN CROWD
In psychology, emotion is often defined as a complex state of feeling that results in physical and psychological changes that influence thoughts and behaviors. Meanwhile, the behaviors and thoughts of a person or of other persons' will further influence his emotion, which is called emotion contagion.
Emotional contagion, in conscious and unconscious way to induce or change peoples' emotion states, is primary mechanism by which individuals' emotion will become a group emotion. And the social comparison theory also gave the interpretations about the creating group emotion. Individuals tend to compare their behavior and attitude with others that are like them. In the process of comparison, individuals coordinate his behaviors, attitudes and emotions with those of others people.
Based on these analyses and our previous work [27, 28] , we develop a simple computational emotion model to visualize the formation process of group emotion. We consider a population of N interacting agents. For a given individual A will interact with his acquaintances, that is, those individuals have the interpersonal relationship with him. At time step t+1, the emotion intensity of individual A is E A (t+1) will change because the emotional contagion comes from his acquaintances, which is
with: E A (t) is the emotion intensity of the individual A in the last time step t.
M is the number of individual A's acquaintances. R is the set of his acquaintances. λ Es (A) represents the individual A 's ability to catch others' emotional club and to understand others' emotional behavior.
ΔE AB (t) denotes the emotional intensity change of individual A that is caused by the emotional interaction with individual B.
If the individual A has the strong emotional dependence on the individual B and the emotion intensity of individual B is larger than that of individual A, the emotional intensity change of individual A is ΔE AB (t), which is AB B A
ΔE (t) 1/ K*(E (t) -E (t))

where K is the average degrees of individuals in the interpersonal relationship network. The equality of ΔE AB (t) shows the "flow effect" which happened in the process of emotional contagion, it means that the individual with high emotion experience will transfer his emotion to other individuals with low intensity of emotional experience. If the individual A has the strong emotional dependence on the individual B, but the emotion intensity of individual B is less than that of individual A, then the emotion intensity of individual A is not changed by the emotional contagion from individual B, which is AB ΔE (t) 0
 (4)
If individual A has the weak emotional dependence on individual B, the emotion intensity of individual A will be changed by individual B, which is AB Ex B A
ΔE (t) λ (B)*(E (t) E (t))

where λ Ex (B) denotes individual B's ability to affect the individual A through emotional behaviors.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS
A group emotion model based on emotional contagion is proposed in the paper. Our aim is to reflect more believable behavior and emotion of individual in social situation, and to analyze the influence of the personality relationship of individuals on the dynamic of group emotion. A large number of simulations have been performed to test the model, using simulation software. In the section, some simulation results are discussed.
A. Network Structure of Interpersonal Relationship
Interpersonal relationship, as the main transmission medium of emotional information, directly decides the flow direction of emotional information in the process of social interaction. Meanwhile, the network structure of interpersonal relationship is one of main factors which reflect the characteristic of interpersonal relationship. The network structure of interpersonal relationship will be changed with the change of rewiring probability P r . When P r =0.0, the network is a regular network, P r =1.0, is a random network, and while 0.0< P r <1.0, which has the characteristic of small-world network.
In this paper, rewiring probability P r is from 0.0 to 1.0, the aim is to explore the effect the network structure of interpersonal relationship on the group emotion emergency. The personalities of individual are random numbers following a normal distribution with mean μ Ex =0.7, μ Es =0.8 and standard deviation 0.1, and the emotion intensities of individuals are generated by a random number [0.0, 1.0]; emotional dependence threshold Rt is 0.5. Table I shows the model's parameters, the range allowable for each parameter, and the default values programmed in the simulation unless otherwise noted. In this scenario, we consider the rewiring probability P r ∈{0,0.00001,0.0001,0.001,0.01,0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9,1.0} and the size of population N=289. The result obtained is shown in Fig. 1, 2 and Fig. 3 . In these Figures, the X axis represents rewiring probability lgP r , and Y axis represent the running time of emotion convergence, the average degree of network or the intensity of group emotion. All data are the average of 100 tests.
For the group emotion, there is no one common definition in present, although the concept of a group emotion has a long history. In this paper, the intensity of group emotion (GEI) is defined as the average values of emotion intensity of all individuals in virtual space according the "bottom-up" group emotion theory, which is i GEI 1/ N* E   (6) where E i is the emotion intensity of individual i in virtual space, N is the number of the whole of individuals. As we expected, the network structures of interpersonal relationship, as the media of information flow, play a significant role in the running time of emotional convergence in crowd. From Fig. 1 , while rewiring probability P r <0.001(that is, lgP r < -3), the average degree of node of interpersonal relationship network is relatively stable, no obvious change. However, while P r >=0.001(lgP r >= -3), the average degree begins to growing exponentially. And the running time of emotion convergence begins to shorten quickly at P r =0.001, see Fig. 2 . The result shows that a network with a small average shortest path length and a large clustering coefficient is more conductive for emotional information dissemination when the degree of network is determined. Meanwhile, the larger the average degree of network is, the quickly the emotion convergence is. For example, while P r =0.1 and the average degree of network is 9.51 (which is the average value of 100 runs), the running time of emotion convergence is 285.55, and when the P r changed to 0.9 and average degree of network is to 15.80, the running time is changed to 71.03. Because new links can be rewired with the increase of rewiring probability, it makes the average degree of network to be increased and enhances the social interaction of the individuals, which shorts the running time of emotional convergence.
From the experiments, we can draw the conclusion that the network structure of interpersonal relationship has no obvious effect on the intensity of group emotion, see Fig.  3 . Although the running time of emotion convergence and the average degree of individuals have changed a lot while rewiring probability P r >0.001(see Fig. 1, 2) , the intensity of group emotion is always about 0.6, see Fig. 3 .
B. Emotional Dependence
Emotional dependence is built on the interpersonal relationship between persons. Usually, if persons have intimate interpersonal relationship, the emotional feeling of them is strong. For exploring the effect of emotional dependence degree on the formation of group emotion in crowd, we have fixed the emotion levels and personalities of individuals in initial state. The emotional dependence on each other will be controlled by emotional dependence threshold Rt. In the process of emotional interaction, the infected individual A has the emotional dependence on the individual B. If the individual A 's intimacy with individual B is R AB and is greater than Rt (R AB > Rt), the individual A has strong emotional dependence on the individual B. If assume Rt is equal to β∈[0.0,1.0]( Rt=β), the ratio of strong emotional dependence relationship to weak emotional dependence relationship is 1-β:β. If Rt=0.0, individuals' emotional dependence relationships are strong, And Rt =1.0, all relationships are weak.
In the experiment, the value of emotional dependence threshold Rt, which decides the level of emotional dependence of all persons in virtual space, is from 0.0 to 1.0 by incrementing 0.1 each time in four types of networks as mentioned above. The size of population is 121 (N=121）The result obtained is shown in Fig. 4, 5 and Fig. 6 .
The experiment results show: the larger the emotional dependence threshold, (that is, the weaker the emotional dependence of persons,) the lower the group emotion intensity is under the function of emotional contagion. While Rt=0.0, all individuals have strong emotional dependence relationships, and the intensity of group emotion is nearly to 0.97. However, while Rt=1.0, all interpersonal relationships of individuals are weak, the intensity of group emotion will decrease to about 0.5, see Fig. 4 . Meanwhile, while Rt>=0.6, it means an person have the intimate (strong) interpersonal relationship with less than 40%, and others interacted with him are stranger or have weak emotional dependence relationship. In the case, individuals' emotion will convergent to group emotion in a relatively stable trend; the whole emotion energies of persons did not increase obviously. However, while Rt<0.6, the deteriorating trend of individuals' emotion is very obvious. When Rt∈ [0.0, 0.2], individual's emotion intensity is nearly up to 1.0 which is the self-limiting of individual emotion. In mass incidents, it is easy for people to create deindividualized when they experience the high negative emotion (the intensity of individuals' emotion is larger than 0.8). Deindividuation is a concept in social psychology that is generally thought of as the losing of self-awareness and individualism [29] in groups. In mass incidents, deindividuation can increase aggression and other anti-normative collective behavior. Hence, if the members of group are friends or relatives, they will experience the high negative emotion due to emotional contagion in minor skirmish. At high emotional intensity, it is easy to make the minor skirmish evolved into the incident of mass violence.
If the people in mass incidents with strong emotional relationship (Rt<0.2), these people will experience strong negative emotion whatever the network structure of interpersonal relationship is, and it is risky to happen collective behavior. Likewise, when more than 60 percent people have weak emotional relationship (Rt>0.6), the emotion state of people will be relatively normal in large group and the network structure of interpersonal relationship could not exert its function in the process of emotional contagion.
If R∈ [0.2, 0.6], network structures of interpersonal relationship will do his work on the forming of group emotion. The intensity of group emotion is larger in the regular network than other networks, and is smaller in the random network. For example, while Rt=0.3, the intensity of group emotion is about 0.65 in the random network, however it is about 0.87 in the regular network, see Fig. 4 . The average degree of node in four networks is 12.02(scale-free network), 15.70(random network), 8.0(regular network) and 13.89 (WS network) while rewiring probability P r =0.5. Hence, we can draw the conclusion that the average degree of network in the interpersonal relationship is not the main factor affecting the formation of group emotion.
We found that the higher the percentage of strong emotional dependence is, the larger the intensity of group emotion is, see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5 , the level of strong relationship (L SR ) is defended as follow:
with: N SRN (i) is the number of persons having the strong emotional dependence relationship with the individual i and locating in Moore neighbor of individual i.
N R (i) the number of persons having the relationship with individual i, that is , it is the degree of node (individual i) in the interpersonal relationship network.
The location of persons who have the strong emotional dependence relationship decides the intensity of group emotion. For example, when the emotional dependence threshold is 0.3, the level of strong relationship in four networks is about 0.70(regular network), 0.46(scale-free network), 0.40(WS network) and 0.36(random network). The level of strong relationship is largest in the regular network; the intensity of group emotion is up 0.87. Similarly, the intensity of group emotion in other network is according to his level of strong relationship. The result suggests the intensity of group emotion is determined in terms of the level of strong relationship. And it shows the individuals are easy to be triggered their experience high emotion when those people have strong emotional dependence relationship with her / his neighbors.
As for the running time of emotion convergence, it increases at the beginning with the decrease of emotional dependence. However, when it is increase its top, the running time of emotion convergence begins to decrease with the decrease of emotional dependence, see Fig. 5 . For example, where Rt<0.2 and P r =1.0(that is a random network), the running time of emotional convergence is about 798 steps, and when Rt >0.2, it begins to quickly decrease, and the running time of emotional convergence is down to about 47 steps. The result shows that while strong emotional relationship account for less than 40 per cent of all interpersonal relationship, the individuals' emotion will quickly converge to one. The running time of emotional convergence will be long while Rt<0.6, and it reaches to maximum while Rt is about 0.2. The result shows that if a group is consisted of individuals who have strong (weak emotional dependence relationship), the running time of emotional convergence will be short relatively.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, we proposed a computational model of group emotion according to the emotional contagion theory and the works of Bosse et al. Based on this computational model, a number of simulation experiments have been performed.
The model offers several results, some of which are intuitive whereas others are somewhat unexpected. The results show the network structure of interpersonal relationship has a significant effect on the running time of emotional convergence. When the rewiring probability of building interpersonal relationship network is larger than 0.001, the running time of emotional convergence begins to decrease from more than 500 steps down to less than 100 steps. The intensity of group emotion is decided by the level of emotional dependence relationship. If the degree of personal similarity is not considered in the interpersonal relationship networks, these network structures have no obvious affect on the intensity of group emotion. Meanwhile, the locations of persons who have the strong emotional dependence relationship determine the intensity of group emotion while the emotional dependence threshold ranges from 0.2 to 0.6 (Rt∈ [0.2, 0.6]).
The group emotion model provided by this paper embodies the influencing factors of the group emotion formation. The influencing factors contain the degree of individual's similarity and the network structures of interpersonal relationship, which consequently validates the seasonality and effectiveness. For the crowd simulation, the model has some referential values. For example, the group emotion model can be applied to simulating the crowd behavior in virtual meeting and virtual cartoon game. In the future, we are interested to investigate the relationship between group emotion and choice behavior of individuals in mass incidents. Using the researches of social emotion and individual behavior provided by the Social psychologists, we hope in future we could simulate the crowd behavior under the emotional contagion, specially the violence mass behavior and the deindividuation; The dynamic of individuals' personality in high negative emotion is one of our main work. And the emotion contagion in massive on line social network is also our future work. 
